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Chiral perturbation theory for t˜rpnt , t˜K*pnt , and t˜vpnt

Hooman Davoudiasl and Mark B. Wise
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We use heavy vector meson SU~2!L3SU~2!R chiral perturbation theory to predict differential decay distri-
butions fort→rpnt and t→K* pnt in the kinematic region wherepV•pp/mV ~hereV5r or K* ! is much
smaller than the chiral symmetry-breaking scale. We also predict the rate fort→vpnt in this region~now
V5v!. Comparing our prediction with experimental data, we determine one of the coupling constants in t
heavy vector meson chiral Lagrangian.

PACS number~s!: 13.35.Dx, 12.39.Fe
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chiral perturbation theory provides a systematic meth
for describing the interactions of hadrons at low momentu
It applies not only to strong interactions of the pseudo Go
stone bosons,p, K, andh, with themselves~e.g.,pp scat-
tering!, but also to the interactions of the pseudo Goldsto
bosons with heavy matter fields like nucleons@1# and had-
rons containing a heavy charm or bottom quark@2#.

Recently, chiral perturbation theory has been applied
describe strong interactions of the lowest lying vector m
sonsr, K* , v, andf with the pseudo Goldstone bosons@3#.
The vector mesons were treated as heavy and an effec
Lagrangian based on the SU~3!L3SU~3!R chiral symmetry
was given for couplings between the vector mesons and
pseudo Goldstone bosons. At leading order in the deriva
expansion, the chiral Lagrangian has two coupling consta
g1 and g2 that are related in the largeNc ~i.e., number of
colors! limit @4#. While it is known from the value of the
octet singlet mixing angle and the smallness of thef→rp
amplitude that theNc→` relation,g152g2/), is a reason-
able approximation, the value ofg2 has not been determined

In this paper, we use heavy vector meson chiral pertur
tion theory to study the decayst→rpnt andt→K*pnt in the
kinematic regime where the pion is ‘‘soft’’ in the vector me
son’s rest frame. At the present time, there is little expe
mental information that bears on the applicability of chir
perturbation theory for vector meson interactions. Thest
decays provide an interesting way to test whether low ord
in the momentum expansion yield a good approximation.
also predict the differential decay rate fort→vpnt , in the
kinematic regime where the pion is soft in thev rest frame.
In heavy vector meson chiral perturbation theory, this de
amplitude is dominated by ar pole and is proportional tog2

2.
Comparing with experimental data@5#, we find thatg2.0.6.
An important aspect of this work is that we will only us
chiral SU~2!L3SU~2!R symmetry and consequently do no
treat the strange quark mass as small.

The decayst→rpnt , t→K* pnt , andt→vpnt result in
final hadronic states that contain three and four pseudo G
stone bosons. The amplitude for the vector and axial curre
to produce pseudo Goldstone bosons is determined by o
nary chiral perturbation theory@6# but only in a limited ki-
nematic region where their invariant mass is small compa
with the chiral symmetry breaking scale. The situation
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similar for heavy vector meson chiral perturbation theory. It
partially constrains the multi pseudo Goldstone boson ampli-
tudes in a small~but different! part of the available phase
space. This paper is meant to illustrate the usefulness o
heavy vector meson chiral perturbation theory fort decay.
Since ther andK* widths are not negligible, a more com-
plete calculation that includes vector meson decay and inter
ference between different vector meson amplitudes that give
the same three pseudo Goldstone boson final hadronic sta
may be necessary for a detailed comparison with experimen
in these cases.

For thet decayst→rnt , t→K*nt , t→rpnt , t→K*pnt ,
and t→vpnt , we need matrix elements of the left-handed
currents d̄gm(12g5)u and s̄gm(12g5)u between the
vacuum and a vector meson or a vector meson and a low
momentum pion. In the next section, we derive the hadron
level operators that represent these currents in chiral pertur
bation theory. Section III contains expressions for the
t→rpnt , t→K*pnt , andt→vpnt differential decay rates.
Concluding remarks are made in Sec. IV.

II. CHIRAL PERTURBATION THEORY
FOR VECTOR MESONS

An effective Lagrangian based on SU~2!L3SU~2!R chiral
symmetry that describes the interactions ofr andK* vector
mesons with pions can be derived in the standard way. The
pions are incorporated into a 232 special unitary matrix

S5exp~2iP/ f !, ~1!

where

P5Fp0/& p1

p2 2p0/&G . ~2!

Under chiral SU~2!L3SU~2!R , S→LSR†, whereLPSU~2!L
and RPSU~2!R . At leading order in chiral perturbation
theory, f can be identified with the pion decay constant
f p.132 MeV. For describing the interactions of the pions
with other fields it is convenient to introduce
2523 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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j5expS iPf D5AS. ~3!

Under chiral SU~2!L3SU~2!R ,

j→LjU†5UjR†, ~4!

whereU is a complicated function ofL, R, and the pion
fields P. However, in the special case of transformatio
where L5R5V in the unbroken SU~2!V vector subgroup,
U5V.

The r fields are introduced as a 232 matrix,

Rm5Frm
0 /& rm

1

rm
2 2rm

0 /&G , ~5!

and theK* , K̄* fields as doublets:

Km*5FKm*
1

Km*
0 G , K̄m*5FKm*

2

K̄m*
0 G . ~6!

Under chiral SU~2!L3SU~2!R ,

Rm→URmU
†, Km*→UKm* , K̄m*→U* K̄m* . ~7!

The doubletsKm* and K̄m* are related by charge conjugatio
which acts on the fields as

CRmC
2152Rm

T , CKm*C
2152K̄m* , CjC215jT.

~8!

We construct an effective Lagrangian for strong tran
tions of the formV→V8X, whereV andV8 are vector me-
sons andX is either the vacuum or one or more soft pion
The vector meson fields are treated as heavy with fixed f
velocity vm, v251, satisfying the constraint
v•R5v•K*5v•K̄*50. The chiral Lagrange density ha
the general structure
i

ns

n

si-

s.
our

s

L5Lkin1L int1Lmass2
i

2
Lwidth . ~9!

The interaction terms are

L int5 ig2
~r! Tr~$Rm

† ,Rn%Al!vsemnls

1 ig2
~K* !K̄m*

†Al
TK̄n* vsemnls

1 ig2
~K* !Km*

†AlKn* vsemnls, ~10!

where

Al5
i

2
~j]lj†2j†]lj!. ~11!

Comparing with the Lagrange density in Eq.~11! of Ref. @3#,
we find that in the case of SU~3!L3SU~3!R symmetry
g2
(K* )5g2, at leading order in SU~3!L3SU~3!R chiral pertur-
bation theory. Note that for the vector mesonsrm

2†Þrm
1 , etc.

In heavy vector meson chiral perturbation theory,rm
1 de-

stroys ar1, but it does not create the corresponding antipar-
ticle. The fieldrm

2† creates ar2.
The kinetic terms are

Lkin52 i TrRm
†v•]Rm2 i TrRm

† @v•V,Rm#2 iKm*
†v•]K* m

2 iKm*
†v•VK* m2 iK̄m*

†v•]K̄* m1 iK̄m*
†v•VTK̄* m,

~12!

where

Vn5
1

2
~j]nj†1j†]nj!. ~13!

The mass terms are
Lmass5l2
~r! Tr~$Rm

† ,Rm%M j!1l2
~K* !Km*

†M jK*
m1l2

~K* !K̄m*
†M j

TK̄* m1s8
~r! Tr~M j!Tr~Rm

†Rm!1s8
~K* ! Tr~M j!Km*

†K* m

1s8
~K* ! Tr~M j!K̄m*

†K̄* m. ~14!
In Eq. ~14!

M j5
1

2
~jMj1j†Mj†!, ~15!

whereM5diag(mu ,md) is the 232 quark mass matrix. At
leading order in SU~3!L3SU~3!R chiral perturbation theory,
the couplings in Eq.~14! are related to those in Ref.@3# by

l2
~r!5l2

~K* !5l2 and s8
~r!5s8

~K* !5s8 . ~16!

Ther andK* are not stable. In heavy vector meson chir
perturbation theory, their widths appear as anti-Hermit
terms in the Lagrange density~9!. Since ther andK* widths
vanish in the largeNc ~i.e., number of colors! limit and are
al
an

comparable with the pion mass, we treat the widths as of
order one derivative@the mass terms in~14! go like two
derivatives and are less important in chiral perturbation
theory than the terms inLkin , L int , andLwidth#. The width
terms are

Lwidth5G~r! Tr Rm
†Rm1G~K* !Km*

†K* m1G~K* !K̄m*
†K̄* m.

~17!

In the SU~3! limit G~r!5G(K* ), however, the physical values
of the widthsG~r!5151 MeV andG(K* )550 MeV are far
from this situation. In heavy vector meson chiral perturbation
theory, the vector meson propagator is
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2 i ~gmn2vmvn!

v•k1 iG/2
, ~18!

whereG is the corresponding width. Note that we are treatin
the vector meson widths differently than Ref.@3#. In Ref.@3#,
chiral SU~3!L3SU~3!R was used and since the vector meso
widths are small compared with the kaon mass they we
treated as of the order of a light quark mass or, equivalen
two derivatives. Hence, in Ref.@3#, the widths could be ne-
glected in the propagator at leading order in chiral perturb
tion theory.

At the quark level, the effective Hamiltonian density fo
weak semileptonict decay is

HW5
GF

&

Vudn̄tgm~12g5!td̄gm~12g5!u

1
GF

&

Vusn̄tgm~12g5!t s̄g
m~12g5!u, ~19!

whereGF is the Fermi constant andVud and Vus are ele-
ments of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix wher
experimentally,uVudu.1 anduVusu.0.22. At leading order in
chiral perturbation theory, we need to represent the curre
d̄gm(12g5)u and s̄gm(12g5)u by operators involving the
hadron fields that transform respectively as (3L,1R) and
(2L,1R) under chiral SU~2!L3SU~2!R and contain the least
number of derivatives or insertions of the light quark ma
matrix. These operators are

d̄gm~12g5!u5
f r

A2mr

Tr Rm
† j†S 0 0

1 0D j ~20a!

and

s̄gm~12g5!u5
f K*

A2mK*
K̄m*

†jTS 10D . ~20b!

The coefficients are fixed in terms of the vector meson dec
constants f r and f K* by the matrix elements
^K*2us̄gm(12g5)uu0& and ^r2ud̄gm(12g5)uu0&, which
are equal tof K* em* and f rem* , respectively, and follow from
Eqs. ~20a! and ~20b! by settingj equal to unity.~Note that
g

n
re
tly,
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because of the parity invariance of the strong interactions th
axial currents do not contribute to these matrix elements.!

In the largeNc limit, couplings involving thev are related
to those involving ther. They can be derived from the
Lagrange densities in Eqs.~10!, ~12!, ~14! and the expression
for the current in Eq.~20a! by replacing the isospin triplet
matrix Rm by the quartet matrix

Qm5Frm
0 /&1vm /& rm

1

rm
2 2rm

0 /&1vm /&
G . ~21!

However, the effect of thev width cannot be included by
replacingRm in Eq. ~17! with Qm . Since the widths vanish in
the largeNc limit, a separate termG

(v)vm
†vm must be added

to Eq.~17!. Experimentally,G~v!58.4 MeV. Note that for the
r alone the term proportional tog2

(3) in Eq. ~10! vanishes by
G parity. Since our predictions do not rely on the couplings
in Eq. ~14! they do not depend on the largeNc limit.

III. DIFFERENTIAL DECAY RATES

The amplitude fort→rpnt follows from the Feynman
diagram for the vacuum torp matrix element of the current
shown in Fig. 1. Note that there is no pole diagram since the
Lagrange density~10! has norrp coupling. The invariant
matrix element is

M~t→r0p2nt!5
GFVudf r

f p
ūngmem* ~r!~12g5!ut ,

~22!

whereun,t are four component spinors for the neutrino andt.
It is convenient to express the differential decay distribu-

tion in terms of therp masss5(pr1pp)
2 and the angleu

between ther direction and thet direction in ther2p center
of mass frame. Then the differential decay rate is

FIG. 1. Feynman diagram representing the matrix element of th
left-handed current from the vacuum torp. In this case, only the
axial current contributes.
dG~t→r0p2nt!

dsd cosu
5
GF
2 uVudu2f r

2mt

27f p
2p3 S 12

s

mt
2DA~s2mr

21mp
2 !224mp

2s

4s2
@A~s!1B~s!cosu1C~s!cos2 u#, ~23!
where the dimensionless functionsA(s), B(s), andC(s) are

A~s!5
1

8s2mr
2 S 12

s

mt
2D @~s1mr

2

2mp
2 !2~s1mt

2!14s2mr
2#, ~24a! and
B~s!52
mt
2

4s2mr
2 S 12

s

mt
2D ~s1mr

2

2mp
2 !A~s2mr

21mp
2 !224mp

2s, ~24b!
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C~s!5
mt
2

8s2mr
2 S 12

s

mt
2D 2@~s2mr

21mp
2 !224mp

2s#. ~24c!

The differential decay rate is the same forr2p0 mode.
Our expression for the invariant matrix element in Eq.~22!
was derived using heavy vector meson chiral perturbat
theory, which is an expansion inmp/mp andv•pp/mr . In A,
B, andC, terms suppressed by powers of these quanti
should be neglected. To focus on the kinematic region wh
chiral perturbation theory is valid, it is convenient to chan
from the variable s to the dimensionless variable
x5v•pp/mp , using

s5mr
21mp

212mpmrx. ~25!

Then expanding in (mp/mr),

A~x!.
1

2 S 12
mr
2

mt
2D F21

mt
2

mr
2G , ~26a!

B~x!.2Smp

mr
D Smt

2

mr
221DAx221, ~26b!

and

C~x!.
1

2 Smp
2

mr
2 D Smt

2

mr
2D S 12

mr
2

mt
2D 2~x221!. ~26c!

Hence,B andC are negligible compared withA and our
expression for the differential decay rate becomes

dG~t→r0p2nt!

dxd cosu
5
GF
2 uVudu2f r

2mtmp
2

27f p
2p3 Ax221S 12

mr
2

mt
2D 2

3F21
mt
2

mr
2G . ~27!

Normalizing to thet→r2nt width gives the simple expres
sion
on

ies
re
e

1

G~t→r2nt!

dG~t→r0p2nt!

dx
5Smp

f p
D 2 Ax221

4p2 . ~28!

It seems reasonable that lowest order chiral perturbation
theory will be a useful approximation in the regionxP@1,2#.
Integratingx over this region gives at→r0p2nt width that is
0.03 times thet→r2nt width.

The amplitude fort→K*pnt follows from the Feynman
diagrams for the vacuum toK*p matrix element of the left-
handed current shown in Fig. 2. In this case, there is a pole

contribution proportional to theK*K*p coupling g2
(K* ) .

The resulting invariant matrix element is

M~t→K̄* 0p2nt!5
GFVusf K*
& f p

ūngm~12g5!utF e* m~K* !

1
ig2

~K* !enmbs

~v•pp1 iG~K* !/2!
ppbvsen* ~K* !G .

~29!

The term proportional tog2
(K* ) arises from the pole diagram

and it corresponds to thep-wave K*p amplitude. In the

nonrelativistic constituent quark model@7# g2
(K* )51. Fol-

lowing the same procedure as for thet→rpnt case, we ar-
rive at the differential decay rate
dG~t→K̄* 0p2nt!

dxd cosu
5
GF
2 uVusu2f K*

2 mp
2mt

28f p
2p3 Ax221S 12

mK*
2

mt
2 D 2H S mt

2

mK*
2 12D 1

g2
~K* !2

x2~11g2! S mt
2

mK*
2 11D ~x221!

1
4g2

~K* !

x~11g2!
Ax221 cosu2

g2
~K* !2

x2~11g2!
~x221!S mt

2

mK*
2 21D cos2 uJ . ~30!

In Eq. ~30!,

g5G~K* !/~2xmp!. ~31!

In this case,s5mK*
2

1mp
212mpmK*x. The rate fort→K*2p0nt is one-half the rate fort→K̄*0p2nt .

Normalizing to thet→K*2nt decay width and integrating overxP@1,2#, Eq. ~30! gives

1

G~t→K*2nt!
E
1

2

dx
dG~t→K̄* 0p2nt!

dxd cosu
.7.531023@~110.48g2

~K* !2!10.51g2
~K* ! cosu20.28g2

~K* !2 cos2 u#. ~32!
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The shape of theK̄*0p2nt decay distribution in cosu depends on the value ofg2
(K* ) and it may be possible at at-charm orB

factory to determine this coupling from a study oft→K*pnt decay. In the SU~3! and largeNc limits g2
(K* )5g2

(r) and in what
follows we discuss how to determineg2

~r!.
Using heavy vector meson chiral perturbation theory the amplitude fort→vpnt follows from the Feynman diagram for

vacuum tovp matrix element of the left-handed current in Fig. 3. In this case, there is only a pole graph and the invari
matrix element is

M~t→vp2nt!5
GFVudf r

f p
ūngm~12g5!utF ig2

~r!

~v•pp1 iG~r!/2!
enmbsppbvsen* ~v!G . ~33!

Here, the difference between ther andv masses is neglected as is appropriate in the largeNc limit. The resulting differential
decay rate is

dG~t→vp2nt!

dxd cosu
5
GF
2 uVudu2f r

2mp
2mt

27f p
2p3 ~x221!3/2S 12

mv
2

mt
2 D 2 g2

~r!2

x2~11g2! F S mt
2

mv
2 11D 2S mt

2

mv
221D cos2 uG ~34!

where now

g5G~r!/~2xmp!, ~35!

ands5mv
21mp

212mvmpx. Integrating over cosu and dividing by the rate fort→rnt give ~again we neglect the difference
between ther andv masses! the simple expression

1

G~t→r2nt!

dG~t→vp2nt!

dx
5Smp

f p
D 2 ~x221!3/2g2

~r!2

6p2x2~11g2!
. ~36!
o

f

p

t

Reference@5# plots the differential decay rate as a function
the vp invariant mass@see Fig. 3~b!#. The first bin corre-
sponds tox<1.7. Integrating thet→vpnt differential decay
rate overxP@1, 1.7# and comparing with the experimenta
rate in this region@8# give ug2

~r!u.0.57. If both the first and
second bins are included the region corresponds toxP@1,
2.7# and integrating over this region givesug2

~r!u.0.65. It is
not likely that lowest order chiral perturbation theory will b
a good approximation for values ofx greater than this.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have studied the decay modest→rpnt ,
t→K*pnt , andt→vpnt , using heavy vector meson chira
perturbation theory. Equations~27!, ~30!, and ~34! are our
main results. Our predictions are valid in the kinematic r
gion where the pion is soft in the vector meson rest fram
For these modes, vector meson decay results in three or
pseudo Goldstone boson hadronic final states, and he
vector meson chiral perturbation theory restricts these am
tudes in a small part of phase space. This is similar to ap

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams representing the matrix elemen
the left-handed current from the vacuum toK*p. For the first dia-
gram, the axial vector current contributes while for the second p
diagram, the vector current contributes.
f

l

e

l

e-
e.
our
avy
pli-
li-

cations of ordinary chiral perturbation theory which are valid
in a different small kinematic region.

Modes similar to those discussed in this paper, such as
t→rKnt , can also be studied, using chiral perturbation
theory. They will be related to those we considered in chiral
SU~3!L3SU~3!R . Using chiral SU~3!L3SU~3!R , the left-
handed currentJ Ll

A 5q̄TAgl(12g5)q is represented by

JLl
A 5

f V

A2mV

Tr~Ol
†j†TAj!, ~37!

whereOl is the 333 octet matrix of vector meson fields.
We found a branching ratio fort→r0p2nt in the region

where the hadronic mass satisfiesmrp,1022 MeV, of

0.69%, and a branching ratio fort→K̄*0p2nt in the region

mK* p,1151 MeV, of (0.0210.008g2
(K* )2)%. It may be pos-

sible to studyt→K*pnt decay in the kinematic region where
chiral perturbation theory is valid at at-charm orB factory
@9#.

In t decay, therp final hadronic states get a significant
contribution from thea1~1260! resonance which has a large
width of around 400 MeV, whileK*p final states get contri-

of

ole
FIG. 3. Feynman diagram representing the matrix element of the

left-handed current from the vacuum tovp. In this case, only the
vector current contributes.
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butions from theK1~1270!, K1~1400!, andK* ~1410! which
have widths of 90 MeV, 174 MeV, and 227 MeV, respe
tively. Since in our formulation of chiral perturbation theor
these heavier resonances are integrated out, one can tak
view that the ‘‘tails’’ of their contributions are constrained b
our results. Note that theK1~1270! has a branching ratio o
only 16% toK*p.

The narrow width of thev makest→vpnt easier to study
experimentally thant→rpnt . Using the heavy vector meso
chiral perturbation theory, we predicted the differential dec
rate for t→vpnt in the kinematic region where the pion i
soft in thev rest frame. Comparing with experimental dat
we find that thervp coupling ug2

~r!u.0.6. t→vpnt decay
proceeds via the vector part of the weak current and the
for this decay is related by isospin to thee1e2→vp0 cross
section. Experimental data@10# on e1e2→vp0 lead to a
comparable value forg2

~r! .
Our predictions fort decay amplitudes get correction

suppressed by just;v•pp/~1 GeV! from operators with one
derivative ~e.g., TrOl

†v•Aj†TAj! that occur in the left-
handed current. This is different from pseudo Goldstone
son self-interactions where corrections to leading order
sults are suppressed byp2/~1 GeV2!, wherep is a typical
momentum. Hence, even in the region 1,v•pp/mp,2, we
c-
y
e the
y

n
ay
s
a,

rate

s

bo-
re-

expect sizable corrections to our results. This is particula
true for therp case where this region overlaps with a s
nificant part of thea1 Breit-Wigner distribution.

We have applied heavy vector meson chiral perturba
theory tot decay and used data ont→vpnt to determine the
magnitude of the couplingg2 in the chiral Lagrangian. The
value we extract,ug2u.0.6, is not too far from the prediction
g250.75, of the chiral quark model@11#. The value ofg2 is
relevant for other processes of experimental interest. For
ample, heavy vector meson chiral perturbation theory can
used to predict differential decay rates forD→K*pe1ne in
the kinematic region where bothpD•pp/mD and
pK* •pp/mK* are small compared with the chiral symmet
breaking scale. Here, one combines chiral perturba
theory for hadrons containing a heavy quark@2# with heavy
vector meson chiral perturbation theory.
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